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PART I

SECTION 1. USE OF ENGLISH

Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer to complete each sentence.
1. Both basketball and soccer use only a ball. So, _______ these sports need a racquet.

A. all B. both of C. none of D. either of
2. Bold’s hobby is chess. He enjoys ____ chess.

A. playing B. to be playing C. play D. to playing
3. The Olympic Games ____ on television all over the world last year.

A. saw B. were seen C. was seen D. were seeing
4. Everywhere in the world, stealing is against the law. People ____ steal.

A. must B. must not C. don`t have to D. might not
5. Paul, could you please turn off the stove? The potatoes ____ for 30 minutes.

A. are boiling B. boiling C. have boiled D. were boiling

Choose the correct phrase that expresses the best option.
6. They said, "We haven't been to an art gallery for ages".

They said that _________ to an art gallery for ages.
A. we hadn’t been B. we weren’t
C. they haven’t been D. they hadn’t been

7. He asked me, "Do you understand all the rules?"
He asked me ______ all the rules.

A. do you understand B. did I understand
C. if you understood D. if I understood

SECTION 2. VOCABULARY

Read the following sentences and choose the most appropriate words to complete each
sentence.

8. Yesterday my brother bought jeans, but they look _____.
A. tall B. loose C. loosely D. tasty

9. Can you bring a bottle of ____ with you when you come to the party?
A. ice B. hamburger C. soda D. ham

10. If the air heats, it rises to the top of a ____, and makes it fly.
A. spaceship B. helicopter C. truck D. hot – air – balloon
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Read the words carefully and choose the odd one out.
11. acid rain, pollution, society, greenhouse gas, climate change, deforestation

A. acid rain B. pollution C. society D. greenhouse gas
12. ambitious, cautious, confident, optimistic, punctual, weakness

A. ambitious B. cautious C. punctual D. weakness
13. adult, infant, elderly, sibling, teenager, toddler

A. elderly B. sibling C. infant D. teenager

Choose the correct answer.
14. Some people develop their hobbies to earn some money. Which hobby is it?

A. unusual B. ordinary C. collecting D. profitable
15. A plate of glass in the window is called a ______ .

A. glass B. window pane C. window frame D. window

SECTION 3. COMMUNICATION

Read the conversations and choose the best answers.
16. Woman: Can I borrow your pen?

Man: _________.
Woman: ____________ .

A. You must / Don’t mention it B. No / Here it is
C. Sure. Here you are / Thanks D. Not a bit / Thank you

17. Man: ______________
Woman: I like figure-skating best.

A. Do you like figure-skating? B. What is your favorite sport?
C. You like figure-skating, don't you? D. Who liked figure-skating best?

18. Woman: "Do you think she is better, doctor?"
Doctor: _______________________
Woman: I am very glad to hear that. Thank you.

A. She was all right B. She'll be all right in a day or two.
C. She hasn’t been good D. She has a bad illness in a day.

19. Man: Then you and Robert finished your project on time?
Woman: Yes, thanks to Robert.

What does the woman imply?
A. Robert deserves her thanks for his help.
B. Robert didn’t help much with the project.
C. She finished her project before Robert finished his.
D. She wanted to thank Robert.

Read and choose the most appropriate answer.
20. What does the notice mean?

Free parking from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m.,
and on Sundays. At all other times,
buy a ticket at the machine or text
95789158.

A. You can only park when you buy a
ticket.

B. It’s not necessary to buy a ticket every
day.

C. Only on Sunday you can buy a ticket.
D. There is free parking for everyone.
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SECTION 4. READING

Read the passage and choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D.
RoboCup is a football competition that has taken place every year since 1997. But the players are not
human; they are robots. In order for robots to play football, robotics companies have had to develop
special technologies. A robot can’t just run onto the field and start kicking the ball. So, each robot is fitted
with a webcam which is connected to a computer inside the robot. The robot is able to see where the
other players are, where the goal is and, most importantly, where the ball is. They are programmed to
make their own decisions and during the match the robots’ creators are not allowed to tell them what to
do. The robots are, however, able to communicate with other members of their team, via a wireless
network. They might, for example, communicate a message like this to a team-mate: ‘I’m nearest the
ball. I’m going to kick it. You go and defend the goal.’ They know who to pass to and how best to get the
ball past an opponent. Australian, German and American teams dominate the competition, though teams
from twelve countries competed at the last tournament.

There is a long way to go before robots will be able to compete against humans. They need to become
more intelligent and become able to react more quickly and anticipate the game. But the technologies
that are being developed for scoring goals have other uses as well.

21. The movement of each robot is controlled by _________________.
A. the team B. itself
C. the captain of the team D. the owner of the robot

22. During the match, the robots can communicate with ________________.
A. any other robot on the pitch B. the people who created them
C. other robots in the same team D. no other robots or people

23. The main goal of the organisers is to _____________________.
A. have the robots play in the real- World Cup
B. develop technologies that can help in search and rescue
C. make it more fun to watch than real footballers
D. eventually build robots that can play better than humans

24. ____________ teams are in control of competition.
A. twelve countries B. Australian
C. German and American D. American,Australian and German

25. _____ are required to be more clever.

A. RoboCup B. Humans C. Robots D. Footballers
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PART II

2.1. Choose the correct word form that best fits in each blank.

Hotels here are(a) ____ than in other resorts. Skiers can take part in (b) ___ on the nearby hill every
Friday. There’s no entry fee and everyone’s welcome – as long as you’re well equipped! Alternatively,
you can go (c) ______. We’ve just opened a climbing (d) ___ so if you’ve never tried it before, why not
come along? Our instructors are all very (e) ___ .

a. 1. cheaper 2. clearer 3. adaptable 4. imaginative
b. 1. running 2. races 3. tracks 4. rings
c. 1. skiing 2. swimming 3. climbing 4. skating
d. 1. souvenirs 2. theatre 3. wall 4. pool
e. 1. friendship 2. quality 3. experienced 4. Interesting

2.2. Match the jobs to the appropriate descriptions.
a. I love listening to people and giving advice. Those who

want to take care of their mental health are my clients.
What should I do?

b. My mom has to often travel to the countryside to treat sick
animals. When she is in the city, she also needs to vaccinate
pets. What is her job?

c. My brother takes great pleasure in saving people’s lives by
operating on them. Sometimes he needs to look after his
patients all night long even after a successful operation.
What is his profession?

d. My sister believes in justice. Every time she enters the
courtroom, she always tries to strictly follow the laws and
rules. If you ask her, she knows all the laws and regulations
by heart.

e. My father’s work is to look after buildings. What is his
position?

1. a surgeon
2. a janitor
3. a judge
4. a veterinarian
5. a psychologist
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